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The Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) 
is an independent analysis and research group based at 
the University of California's San Diego Supercomputer 
Center. CAIDA investigates both practical and 
theoretical aspects of the Internet.

http://www.caida.org/home/about/
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• topology analysis
• Internet-scale router alias resolution
• comparing IPv6 & IPv4 topology
• Internet topology data sharing

• security & stability
• large-scale Internet outages
• botnet activity
• BGP hijacks

• Internet peering analysis
• inferring AS relationships
• AS ranking

• interconnection economics
• modeling peering strategies
• transit pricing

• modeling complex networks
• using hidden metric spaces

• geolocation analysis
• comparing geolocation services
• IP reputation vs. governance

• future Internet
• IPv6 
• Named Data Networking

• visualization

http://www.caida.org/publications/



CHRONOLOGY
CAIDA and Internet Outages
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•Jan/Feb 2011 -  Internet Kill Switch in Egypt and Libya 

•Nov 2011 - We present a novel approach to study Internet Outages  
                   by combining different types of Internet measurements  

•Jan 2012 - We present a study on the impact of natural disasters on the network  
                   infrastructure  

•Sep 2012 - NSF funds CAIDA to further develop our methodology and build an       
                   experimental operational deployment to monitor the public IPv4  
                   Internet (IODA)  

•2012 - 2015 — more science and a lot of engineering 

•Today a prototype that starts to be quite usable
 



BEFORE IODA
post-event manual analysis
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•Country-level Internet Blackouts 
 during the Arab Spring 

•Natural disasters affecting 
the infrastructure

Egypt, Jan 2011 
Government orders 
to shut down the 
Internet  

Japan, Mar 2011 
Earthquake of 
Magnitude 9.0 

(a) Christchurch (b) Tohoku

Figure 5: Networks selected within the estimated maximum radius of im-
pact of the earthquake (20km for Christchurch and 304km for Tohoku). We
based our geolocation on the publicly available MaxMind GeoLite Country
database.
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Figure 6: Measuring the impact of the earthquake on network connectivity
as seen by the telescope: value of ✓ for all networks within a given range
from the epicenter. The peak value ✓max reached by ✓ can be considered
the magnitude of the impact.

kilometers from its epicenter, consistent with the stronger magni-
tude of Tohoku’s earthquake (see Table ??) and news reports re-
garding its impact on buildings and power infrastructure. Table ??
summarizes these indicators found for both earthquakes.

Christchurch Tohoku
Magnitude (✓max) 2 at 6km 3.59 at 137km
Radius (⇢max) 20km 304km

Table 3: Indicators of earthquakes’ impact on network connectivity as ob-
served by the UCSD network telescope.

IBR traffic also reveals insight into the evolution of the earth-
quake’s impact on network connectivity. Figure ?? plots the num-
ber of distinct source IPs per hour of packets reaching the telescope
from networks within the �max = 20 km radius from the epicenter
of Christchurch’s earthquake. All times are in UTC. The time range
starts approximately one week before the earthquake and ends two
weeks after. We would not expect the IBR traffic to drop to zero,
for two reasons. First, not all networks are necessarily disabled by
the earthquake. Second, the geolocation database services we use
are not 100% accurate.

For a few days before the event, peaks are always above 140
unique IP addresses per hour (IPs/hour) on weekdays, sometimes
above 160 IPs/hour. In the 24 hours after the earthquake, the rate
drops, with a peak slightly above 100 IPs/hour. The IPs/hour rate

climbs slowly, reaching pre-event levels only after a week, which
correlates with the restoration of power in the Christchurch area [?].
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Figure 7: Rate of unique source IP addresses found in unsolicited traffic
reaching the UCSD network telescope from networks geolocated within a
⇢max = 20km range from the Christchurch earthquake epicenter. The
rate of distinct IPs per hour drops immediately after the earthquake. Peaks
before the earthquake were above 140-160 IPs/hour on weekdays (weekend
is on 19-20 February), while the first peak after the earthquake is slightly
above 100 IPs/hour. Levels remain lower for several days, consistent with
the slow restoration of power in the area.

Figure ?? plots the same graph for IBR traffic associated with the
Tohoku earthquake, within a maximum distance �max = 304 km
from the epicenter. The much steeper drop in the number of unique
IPs per hour sending IBR traffic is consistent with the Tohoku earth-
quake’s much larger magnitude than that of the Christchurch earth-
quake. In the days after the event the IBR traffic starts to pick up
again, but does not reach the levels from before the event during
the analyzed time interval, also consistent with the dramatic and
lasting impact of the Tohoku earthquake on Northern Japan.
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Figure 8: Rate of unique source IP addresses found in unsolicited traffic
reaching the UCSD network telescope from networks geolocated within
⇢max = 304km of the Tohoku earthquake epicenter. The rate of distinct
IPs per hour shows a considerable drop after the earthquake which does not
return to previous levels even after several days.

Figures ?? and ?? show that the rate of unique IP addresses per
hour observed by the telescope matches the dynamics of the earth-
quakes, reflecting their impact on network connectivity. In order to

EPICENTER 

Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis 
University of California San Diego

Dainotti et al. “Analysis of Country-wide  
Internet Outages Caused by Censorship”  
ACM SIGCOMM IMC 2011

Dainotti et al. “Extracting Benefit from 
Harm: Using Malware Pollution to Analyze 
the Impact of Political and Geophysical 
Events on the Internet”  
ACM SIGCOMM CCR 2012
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post-event manual analysis

Egypt, Jan 2011 
Government orders 
to shut down the 
Internet  

4 months of work



IODA  TODAY
live Internet monitoring
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Last Christmas we made it 
possible for anybody to 
follow the North Korean 
disconnection almost live

https://charthouse.caida.org/public/kp-outage



IODA TODAY
let’s see how Internet providers are doing in 

the US
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Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis 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EVERYTHING LOOKS FINE…



IODA TODAY
Same type of graphs at the end of August 2014
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TWO INDICATORS SHOW SOMETHING WENT WRONG WITH TIME WARNER



IODA
the system at a glance
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http://www.caida.org/funding/ioda/

BGPDOWNLOADER

BGPSTREAM LIBRARY 
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… 
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VISIBILITY 
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•multiple types of sources and methodologies
- Routing Plane [BGP]
- Data Plane

- Active probing [pinging + traceroutes]
- Passive [IBR]

- easy to plug new sources

•meta-data to extract liveness signals for various aggregations 
(countries, counties, cities, /24 address blocks, prefixes, ASNs)
•combining signals to detect & monitor
•trigger ad hoc active measurements when an event is 
detected
•visual interface for analysis and dashboards 

BGP

ACTIVE 
PROBING

...

IBR

http://www.caida.org/funding/ioda/



BGP
Border Gateway Protocol
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•BGP
- The protocol that establishes routes between ISP 
networks (autonomous systems) all over the world

•Autonomous Systems (AS)
- “a set of routers under a single technical administration, 
using an interior gateway protocol and common metrics to 
determine how to route packets within the AS, and using 
an inter-AS routing protocol to determine how to route 
packets to other ASs.” - RFC 4271

•Network Prefixes
- Smaller networks are identified by a network address and a network mask
- e.g. prefix 192.172.0.0/16 is assigned to AS99 and is reachable by AS67  
   through the AS path: AS67➔AS44➔AS15➔AS99 ➔ 192.172.0.0/16
- AS paths are computed by exchanging BGP update messages:  “Hey, I’m AS44 and can  
   reach 192.172.0.0/16 through AS15➔AS99”

BGP



BGP DATA COLLECTION
Route Collectors and Route Monitors
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•BGP measurement projects establish peering sessions 
with ASes to receive their routing tables  
(no exchange of other traffic)  

•RouteViews (Univ. Oregon): 371 peers
•RIPE RIS (RIPE NCC): 508 peers
•BGPmon (Colorado State Univ.): 330 peers

BGP

Figure 1: BGP Monitoring

• Although disabling BGP Keepalive and Holddown timers, as
RIPE did from 2002 to 2006, may make a BGP session more
robust against packet losses, it can also lead to unnoticed ses-
sion failures and extremely long session downtime.

As the main outcome of this study, we have developed a web
site, http://bgpreset.cs.arizona.edu, to publish the
detected session failures with the occurring times and durations for
historical RouteViews and RIPE data; the web page is also updated
periodically to include the latest data. Given this information, users
of RouteViews and RIPE data can choose which period of data to
use and which part of the data to sanitize for accurate analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives

brief background on BGP monitoring projects and BGP sessions.
Section 3 describes the data source and the technique we use to de-
tect session failures. Section 4 presents the overall statistic results
and observations for RouteViews and RIPEmonitoring session fail-
ures, Section 5 correlates session failures to infer the failures due to
collectors’ local problems. Section 6 investigates the impact of the
historical decision on turning off BGP Keepalive/Holddown timers.
Section 7 briefly reviews related work, and Section 8 summarizes
the paper.

2. BACKGROUND
RouteViews and RIPE RIS, the two best known BGP data col-

lection projects, operate a number of collectors that establish BGP
peering sessions with routers in many operational networks. We
call each operational router connected to a collector a monitor or a
peer, and the BGP session between the monitor and the collector a
monitoring session. A monitoring session can be either single-hop
or multi-hop depending on whether the session is across a single
or multiple router hops. As shown in Figure 1, single-hop moni-
toring sessions are usually deployed at an Internet Exchange, while
multi-hop monitoring sessions are established over wide-area net-
works. The data collectors receive BGP routing updates from its
peers and write the collected BGP updates into files every 15 min-
utes (RouteViews) or every 5 minutes (RIPE) in the Multi-threaded
Routing Toolkit (MRT) [6] format. These files are then made pub-
licly available. The collectors also dump snapshots of the BGP
routing table, the RIB, for each of its peers every two hours in the
MRT format.
BGP uses TCP for reliable communication. After successfully

setting up a TCP connection, two BGP peers negotiate BGP timer
settings and capabilities [14] to establish a BGP session in between.
They then exchange with each other the full routing table, which
is called table transfer. After this initial table exchange, the peers
only send to each other new updates when any route changes, which
are called incremental updates.
A BGP session may fail due to a variety of causes, such as (1)

Figure 2: BGP Update Stream (sil: silence period; rec: session
reconnection; dt: downtime)

Table 1: BGP Data Sources
Collector Type Start Date Location

RRC00 Multi-hop 2001 Jan Amsterdam

RRC01 Single-hop 2001 Jan London

RRC02 Single-hop 2001 Mar Paris

OREG Multi-hop 2001 Oct Oregon

LINX Single-hop 2004 Mar London

EQIX Single-hop 2004 May Ashburn

malformed updates which may in turn be caused by hardware or
software defects, (2) TCP connection failures due to link or inter-
face failures, (3) data traffic congestion which results in the loss of
three consecutive BGP Keepalive messages, or (4) either end (the
host or its routing daemon) fails. BGP employs two timers, Keep-
alive and Holddown, whose default values are 60 seconds and 180
seconds respectively, to maintain its session. BGP peers send to
each other Keepalive messages at every Keepalive timer interval. If
no Keepalive message is received before the Holddown timer ex-
pires, a BGP router will tear down the existing session and initiate
a new one, which is called a session reset.

Let us use a simple example to illustrate the impact of BGP ses-
sion reset on the data collection. Assuming that a monitor has a
routing table of 5 prefixes, Figure 2 shows a BGP message stream
arrived at the collector. The first three messages are regular BGP
updates (for prefixes p1, p2, p3) received at time 10, 14, and 17,
respectively. Then the session fails at time 17 and restarts at time
22. The session re-establishment takes time from 22 to 25, during
which three BGP state messages are recorded. The state message
s1 marks the time when a router initiates a BGP session, while s3
marks the time when the session is fully established. We show three
state messages here for illustration purpose; in reality establishing a
BGP session may require more state changes [14]. Following state
messages are the table transfer updates during time period [26, 30],
which include the entire routing table entries (p1 to p5), followed
by incremental updates afterwards.

The above example shows that, if BGP updates arrive after time
17 and before time 25, they will be missed by the collector. In
addition, 5 extra table transfer updates are introduced by the session
reset.

3. DATA SOURCE AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data Sources
RouteViews and RIPE started collecting BGP data in the late

1990’s, but they went through a learning period in the first few
years before the data collection process stabilized. Thus this pa-
per uses the data from January 2001 onward. We take data from
six collectors whose information is summarized in Table 1. Fig-
ure 3 shows how the number of peers at each of these six collectors

ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 36 Volume 40, Number 2, April 2010

http://www.routeviews.org

https://www.ripe.net/data-tools/stats/ris

http://bgpmon.netsec.colostate.edu
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RouteViews Collectors
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BGP

route&views+
{++2,3,4,6}+

telxatl+paix+

eqix+

saopaulo+

jinx+

kixp+

perth+

soxrs+linx+

wide+

sydney+

nepalix+

http://www.routeviews.org



BGP DATA COLLECTION
IPv4/IPv6 BGPmon peers around the world
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BGP

http://bgpmon.netsec.colostate.edu



BGP: OUTAGES
North Korea (AS131279) - Dec 2014
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BGP



BGP: OUTAGES
Time Warner Cable - 27th Aug 2014
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BGP



BGP: OUTAGES
Time Warner Cable - 27th Aug 2014
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BGP



BGPSTREAM
our BIG DATA framework for BGP
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BGP

•Enables large-scale realtime BGP analysis  

•Stacked modular framework 

•To monitor for outages and  
hijacks we run ~30 instances  
of BGPCorsaro in parallel 

•data is filtered and aggregated 

•creates a global view of BGP  
every minute   BGPDOWNLOADER

BGPSTREAM LIBRARY 

BGPCORSARO

BGPWATCHER

BGPREADER 

BGPDUMP

BGPARCHIVE 

PEERTABLESFULLPFXS

PER-AS 
VISIBILITY 

… 
PER-REGION 

VISIBILITY 



MONITORING..
..the measurement & monitoring infrastructures
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BGP



IBR

•Use Internet Background Radiation (IBR), mostly generated by  
malware-infected hosts as a “signal”

“Extracting benefit from harm..”

21
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Infected Host 
Randomly Scanning 
the Internet 

UCSD Network Telescope 
Darknet xxx.0.0.0/8 

Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis 
University of California San Diego

IBR



IBR
Time Warner Cable - 27th Aug 2014
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IBR



IBR
TWC outage: a look at few ISPs
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IBR
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IBR + BGP
IBR

BGP

TWC outage: a look at few ISPs



IBR + BGP
Time Warner Cable - 27th Aug 2014
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IBR
BGP



IBR + BGP
BGP convergence/propagation delay
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IBR
BGP



IBR
TWC outage: AS11427 seen by 2 Darknets + BGP
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IBR
BGP

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mgkallit/

2nd Darknet provided by Merit Networks Inc.  
Collaboration with Michalis Kallitsis



IBR
TWC outage: a couple of hours before
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IBR



BACKSCATTER
e.g., SYN+ACK replies to spoofed SYNs
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DoS VICTIM 

UCSD Network Telescope 
Darknet xxx.0.0.0/8 

ATTACKER 
(spoofing 
SRC IPs) 

src:yyy.1.2.3 

src:zzz.4.5.6 

src:xxx.1.2.3 

DST:xxx.1.2.3 

Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis 
University of California San Diego

IBR



SPOOFED IBR
•IBR contains also packets with a spoofed source address. 
If not properly filtered, they can alter our inferences

forged/corrupted packets

30
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Spoofing Host 
(can be to Random  
Dest. or targeted) 

UCSD Network Telescope 
Darknet xxx.0.0.0/8 

Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis 
University of California San Diego

IBR



IBR
cleaning the signal
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IBR

Dainotti et al. “Estimating Internet Address 
Space Usage through Passive Measurements”, 

ACM SIGCOMM CCR 2014

•We developed a methodology to monitor IBR and generate 
   filters that automatically remove large-scale and bursty spoofing
•Small-scale spoofing does not constitute a problem
•Also, targeted spoofing attacks are difficult to implement:

- each network has a “fingerprint” that the attacker would need to know
- absence of traffic cannot be reproduced
- we monitor more than one darknet
- darknet address blocks are not widely known  

•We also monitor IBR to identify large-scale coordinated activities   
  that create noise in the signal and exclude such traffic

- e.g., backscatter from spoofed scanning for open DNS resolvers

2 packets 3 packets 4 packets 5 packets 6 packets 7 packets

40 bytes 4,234,657 (2.22%) 3,948,088 (0.088%) 3,877,972 (0.062%) 3,847,184 (0.024%) 3,841,394(0.011%) 3,780,039 (0.0071%)
80 bytes 3,634,485 (0.0012%) 3,634,150 (0.00091%) 3,634,047 (0.00088%) 3,633,905 (0.00083%) 3,632,279 (0.00080%) 3,630,416 (0.00072%)
120 bytes 3,514,057 (0.00097%) 3,513,738 (0.00080%) 3,513,529 (0.00077%) 3,513,284 (0.00074%) 3,510,953 (0.00071%) 3,510,284 (0.00063%)

Table 1: Unique count of /24 blocks in the SWITCH dataset seen in two-way TCP flows with the given minimal packet
count and minimal average packet size requirements. The figure in parentheses shows the percentage of the /24 blocks that
are unrouted. In bold we highlight our selected parameter setting.

Filter Characterization
Num. /24s Num. Unrouted /24s Num. Dark /24s

UCSD MERIT UCSD MERIT UCSD MERIT

G
en

er
a
l

TTL> 200 and not ICMP Large-scale/Bursty 10,095,728 9,745,800 30,883 68,874 119,163 68,338
Least signif. byte src addr 0 Large-scale/Bursty 662,689 427,214 21,795 1,717 3,874 1,006
Least signif. byte src addr 255 Large-scale/Consistent 328,380 274,078 296 1,257 34 54
Protocol 0 Large-scale/Bursty 60,913 16,919 15,849 354 512 106
Protocol 150 Large-scale/Consistent 339 33 79 0 0 0
Same Src. and Dst. Addr. Small-scale 625 1 0 0 625 1

S
p
ec

ifi
c

All Specific Filters Large-scale 1,937,886 976,153 532,711 286,684 15,916 7,506

Table 2: Summary of filtering heuristics used in darknet measurements and their impact in terms of source /24 blocks. We
defined filters that captured general characteristics of spoofing, but in some cases we eliminated spoofing tra�c specific to our
darknets. For each general filter and the aggregate of all the specific filters, we report the total number of /24 blocks used as
sources in packets captured by the darknets, as well as the number that are unrouted and dark.

For bursty tra�c, we applied a simple spike-detection algo-
rithm, with a threshold of 25% more than the average value
observed over the last ten hourly time bins. We tried di↵er-
ent values of these parameters without observing significant
changes in what was detected as spoofed, since most events
of interest cause large tra�c variations.

Figure 1 shows that some bursty spoofing events are not vis-
ible when considering packets from all sources, but they be-
come easily detectable when looking only at source addresses
of unrouted networks. In some cases, this phenomenon is
due to the nonuniform distribution of unrouted networks
over the address space, e.g., the temporary popularity of
some address blocks as source addresses despite little change
in total number of spoofed sources.
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Figure 1: Routed and unrouted networks by hour (UCSD).
For both darknets, we observe significant increases in the
number of unrouted source networks for some hours, which
we inspect to discover and exclude spoofed tra�c.

To identify consistent spoofing behavior, we aggregated the
entire data set by protocol and port, and then examined
classes of tra�c with either more than 10 unrouted /24s or
a percentage of unrouted /24s greater than 0.4%. Classes
with tra�c below these thresholds were di�cult to infer as
spoofed based on tra�c patterns, but these thresholds are

su�cient to remove large-scale events. We also aggregated
based on the least significant byte of the source address,
since packets with byte 0 and byte 99 were symptomatic of
several spoofing spikes.

Each spoofing behavior we identified exhibited distinctive
properties, which we synthesized into a set of filtering heuris-
tics. Table 2 lists how many /24 blocks (respectively total,
unrouted-only, dark-only) originated tra�c matching each
heuristic. The first heuristic, based on the value of the TTL
IP header field, filters out by far the largest number of /24
blocks. We found 20 spikes (11 in UCSD data and 9 in
MERIT data) where a significant number of UDP packets
with unrouted sources had the same destination port and
TTL above 200. Our filter excludes tra�c based on the
large TTL since it indicates a general abnormality: most
operating systems use a default a TTL of 128 or less [20]
(although, several switch to a TTL of 255 when sending
ICMP packets). Our heuristics based on tra�c spikes filter
out not only the likely spoofed tra�c during the spike, but
also tra�c matching this filter outside of the spike.

Other significant portions of spoofed tra�c use uncommon
or unassigned protocols, but such behavior could also be le-
gitimately experimental so we do not exclude tra�c solely
for this reason. But when many packets with an uncommon
protocol appear to originate from unrouted addresses, it is
more likely they are the result of bit-flips during transmis-
sion or programming errors when writing packets. We ex-
clude packets with source address ending in .0 or .255 since
tra�c should not originate from these addresses (when part
of a /24 subnet). We also identified small spoofing events
where the source and destination were in the same darknet.
Finally, the last line of Table 2 aggregates results for a set
of filtering criteria specifically crafted for abnormal events
observed in one of the darknets. They do not seem generally
applicable, so we only report their e↵ect of their use on our
datasets.5

5An example is UDP packets from multiple sources all des-



CORSARO
our packet processing framework
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IBR

libcorsaro I/O loggingintervals

interval endprocess packetinitialize finalizeinterval start

.log

lib
tr
ac

e

tools corsarocor-aggcor2ascii

.cor

          ....

.pcap

plugins Flow-Tuple DoS ...

.ft.cor .dos.cor     ...

http://www.caida.org/tools/measurement/corsaro/

•Enables large-scale near-realtime traffic analysis  

•Modular framework.   
A pipeline of plugins:

- filter traffic (e.g., spoofed)
- classify it (e.g., backscatter)
- tag packets (e.g., by geolocation)
- aggregate tagged packets 
   and extract time series 
   data points at each interval 
   (e.g., 1min)
- writes data in our  
  high-performance time-series DB



ACTIVE PROBING

•Collect measurements by injecting packets into the network
•Ping

- Sends “ECHO requests” packets to a destination host and receives back “ECHO 
replies”

- if: the host is reachable, is up, is configured to reply to echo requests, etc...
- measures reachability and Round Trip Time 

•Traceroute
-Similar concept but tries to “ping” each hop on the path to the destination host 
through a careful use of the TTL IP header field

- if: the hop is reachable, is up, is configured to reply, etc...
- measures reachability, Round Trip Time for all (replying) hops, enables inference of 
IP-level path and AS-level path

background info
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ACTIVE PROBING
collaboration with ISI/USC
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•John Heidemann’s methodology: “Trinocular”
- probing based on pings (ICMP echo requests)
- includes an outage inference methodology based on Bayesian principles
- /24 IPv4 blocks granularity  
- currently 3 vantage points

•Inferences and raw data shared through the DHS PREDICT project
- we started working on importing historical data into Charthouse for 
analysis

•Planning to collaborate to integrate realtime feed with our system

ACTIVE 
PROBING

Quan et al. “Trinocular : Understanding Internet 
Reliability Through Adaptive Probing”, 

ACM SIGCOMM 2013



ARK
Archipelago
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•CAIDA active measurement infrastructure
- supports ongoing 24/7 Internet-wide topology 
  measurement as well as customized experiments 
- IPv4, IPv6, TCP, UDP, ICMP
- active since 2007

•107 vantage points (and growing)
 

•Planning to implement a variation of ISI’s Trinocular exploiting the 
availability of more vantage points

ACTIVE 
PROBING

http://www.caida.org/projects/ark/

http://www.caida.org/projects/ark/


PINGING IN THE RAIN
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•Collaboration with Aaron Schulman (Stanford) and Neil Spring 
(Univ. Maryland)

- Schulman, Spring, “Pingin’ in the Rain”, ACM Internet Measurement 
Conference 2011

•Originally focused on how weather affects residential Internet 
connections in the US
•Probing from PlanetLab

-1342 nodes at 666 sites.

•We observe drops in % of hosts replying to pings

ACTIVE 
PROBING

probing from PlanetLab

http://www.cs.umd.edu/~schulman/thunderping.html

https://www.planet-lab.org



PINGING IN THE RAIN
probing from PlanetLab
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ON DEMAND PROBING
Ark measurements on demand
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•Ark offers (to authorized users only) an API for on demand probing
•helps with validation, allows finer time granularity, multiple vantage points, 
diagnostics with traceroutes, not only ICMP (e.g., TCP, UDP), …

ACTIVE 
PROBING



TEAM
credits
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THANKS
questions?
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